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Apple Mac iPad iPhone Watch TV Music Soporte El iPod mini es un modelo discontinuado y reemplazando por el iPod nano. Fue el primer modelo que se desprendi'de la l'nea principal. Su tamano era menor, al igual que su capacidad pero mantena las caracter'sticas del iPod de mayor tama'o como la pantalla, la rueda clicy un disco duro para almacenar la
m'sica. The iPod mini de segunda generaci'n iPod mini de premiere generaci'n iPod Shuffle doesn't come with a guide when you buy it. There's nothing unusual about that. In this age of downloads, it's quite common that most products - especially computers and other electronic gadgets - don't come with printed guides. But that doesn't mean there's no iPod
Shuffle guide to show you how to use the device. You just need to know where to find it. Shuffle is pretty easy to use without having to read the guide. After all, there are only a few buttons on it. Below are a description of each Shuffle model, links to articles on how to use the iPod Shuffle, and links to downloading the correct manual for your model. Apple
discontinued the iPod Shuffle in July 2017. It's still possible to find second-hand (or even new!) iPod shuffles are for sale, and millions of shuffles are still in daily use. Released: 2010 (updated colors in 2012, 2013 and 2015) Cancelled: July 2017 Colours: 2010: Grey, Red, Yellow, Green, Blue2012: Silver, Black, Green, Blue, Pink, Yellow, Purple2013: Space
Grey2015: Blue, Pink, Silver, Gold, Space Grey 4th Generation iPod Shuffle is a classic design, with its square shape, buttons on the front panel, two switches on top, clip on the back, and size that is not much larger than a quarter. Be careful not to confuse this model with the 2nd generation version. They are both small and have a control ring at the front,
but the second generation is a wider rectangle compared to the square shape of the 4th generation. 4th General iPod Shuffle Guide 4th gen. iPod Shuffle User Guide (PDF) Product Information (PDF) Learn more about using the 4th Gen. iPod Shuffle: Released: 2009Discontinued: 2010 Colors: Silver, Black, Pink, Blue, Green, 3rd Generation IPod Shuffle is
a bit of a throwback to the original Shuffle, but it puts a modern spin on this model. Like the first generation, it's a tiny stick - about twice as high as a stick of gum. But very much unlike the original, or any other iPod ever made, it doesn't have any buttons on its front at all. Instead, you use headphones to control it using remote control. It was an interesting
innovation from Apple, but ultimately one that wasn't completely successful or popular. 3rd gen. iPod Shuffle Guide 3rd gen. iPod Shuffle User Guide (PDF) Learn more about using the 3rd Gen. iPod iPod Released: 2006 (updated 2008)End: 2009 Colors: 2006: Silver, Magenta, Orange, Blue, Green2008: Silver, Light Blue, Light Green, Light Purple, Red 2nd
Generation iPod Shuffle is similar to the 4th generation model, but wider. You will be able to distinguish them from each other because the 2nd Model Gen. has a space toward the buttons that the 4th general lacks. Like the 4th generation, its control buttons are arranged in a circle on the face of the iPod, and it has a clip on the back. It is about the size of the
book matches and was the first generation of Shuffle to come in different colors (the 1st general model was only available in white). It also came with a small dock that attached to the computer that Shuffle was installed in for synchronization. 2nd General iPod Shuffle Guide 2nd General iPod Shuffle User Guide (PDF) Learn more about the 2nd Gen. iPod
Shuffle: Released: 2005Constocey: 2006 Colors: White 1st Generation iPod Shuffle was a white stick with a small ring of buttons on the front to control it. The back wore a large switch that could be used to install iPod shuffle music playback or play songs in order. The rear switch also allowed users to put the shuffle to sleep or lock the buttons on the front.
The 1st Gen model also had a removable cover on the bottom which, when shot, showed a USB connector used to plug the shuffle into the computer to sync it. 1st gen. iPod Shuffle Guide 1st gen. iPod Shuffle User Guide (PDF) Learn more about 1st Gen. iPod Shuffle: ENNLESDEPage 2 ENNLESDEPage 3 ENNLESDEPage 4 ENNLESDEPage 5
ENNLESDEPage 6 ENNLESDEPage 7 ENNLESDEPage 8 ENNLESDEPage 9 ENNLESDEPage 10 ENNLESDEPage 11 ENNLESDEPage 12 ENNLESPAGEDE
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